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Why do you need Integration help?
If you are thinking about buying another company, you will
know your business and what you want to achieve with the
acquisition, therefore, you will probably believe you do not need
help.
You have quality systems and people, whether they have M&A
experience or not you will expect them to identify all the
potential issues of an integration, understand their importance
and produce a comprehensive plan.

So why is it then that approximately 80% of mergers and
acquisitions fail to deliver value. Failure is not only expensive,
but, can also impact on future growth (or even viability) and will
certainly add significant stress to your systems and employees.
That is why you need Integration help.

Why should you get this help from DD Consulting?
We believe that DDC’s successful history of helping clients
deliver real value from M&A activity is driven by the quality of
our people, their industry and M&A experience, but, also by the
way we help and support our client’s teams.
Over a number of years we have used our experience to develop
integration methodologies, tools, checklist, and playbooks which
help us maximise not only our value to you, but also, the value
that your team can deliver.
We do not “flood” you with junior staff but look to develop and
support you in delivering a successful outcome.
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End State

Introduction
The Integration Management Office (IMO) is the central hub for
the planning, mobilisation and delivery of the integration.
Plan

Mobilise

Deliver

Creating standardised templates and tools to aid workstreams,
project and reporting, meaning less overall work to have a clearly
run integration. Helping workstream, programme and projects
set up plans with synergies, resource, budget, tracking, status
reporting, milestones and activities.
The IMO will provide risk management and governance for all of
the integration projects. Steering Groups initiated and reporting
processes developed which includes document management and
integration communication channels defined.
The IMO will work with Finance to agree budgets and signoff,
with spend reporting. Set up the governance and facilitate
meetings, prepare all agendas and materials ahead of meetings
and track/follow-up on next steps following working sessions.
Deliverable synergies and potential hurdles to delivery have to
be identified and managed. Inter-dependencies between
integration teams also need to be identified and planned for.
High Level Plan

Detailed Planning
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The integration high level plan and its cascade to detailed
planning and checklists need to be developed with integration
teams and clear RACI structure communicated. Business case
approvals and change management processes, systems to
monitor progress and ensure synergy delivery is visible to
business management (in business performance and results) all
have to be created and owned by integration teams and the IMO.
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The IMO will act as the liaison between workstreams, mapping
and raising issues and inter-dependencies to help the smooth
running of the integration, connecting people and work where
needed.
The integration management office centralises and integrates the
following functionalities:

High Level Plan
Put in place a high level plan to kick of what is needed, by when
and the amount of time, effort and resource it might take. This
can then be signed off in principle by the steering group and
more detailed plans can be kicked off. If you don’t know what
needs doing, how can it be agreed.

Detailed Planning
Each of the functional plans need to be kicked off, using our high
level check list and then our detailed checklist. Plans are created,
reviewed, then costed to ensure they fit the deal rational, budgets
and synergies. Then checked against each other to ensure the
inter-dependencies are understood and nothing falls through the
gaps.
Good, detailed workstream plans result in better integrations.
But building comprehensive plans takes time. Failure to plan
correctly can lead to deals failing to maximise deal value.
Each functional workstream should create detailed plans with
tasks, resources, due dates, and dependencies. These plans will
evolve over time as we find out more information and know
more details.
The IMO should work with each of the functional workstreams to
ensure the correct level of detail and review each for consistency
and fullness. Pointing out dependencies with other area’s and
understanding action and resource gaps.

Resource the Integration
Put resource in place to get the integration planning going, and
continue to plan and monitor resource as we go through the
integration.
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Governance
We need to have the structure around the integration for each
team and how they will interact with each other? How should
the integration structure interact with the business structure?
Who will make decisions and release budget? What roll with the
steering group play?
Meeting for all the different workstream and cross workstream
parties need to be set up, documents maintained and meeting
prepped for.

Steering Group meetings
Reporting and tracking into the steering group, needs to be set
up early with timing that fits the deal. This may change post
deal. There will be an overarching steering group and then other
groups at each level often for each workstream.

Ensure Day 1 plan is in place
A rapid understanding of the key issues that will be faced on Day
1 and an understanding of how long those things may take to put
in place. Focus time and effort on the critical path work and get
going. Then take a step back and gain a complete and detailed
understanding of the business needs for Day 1 together with look
and feel you want for the Day 1.
Will the business keep running? Will the lights stay on? What
will customers see, think, feel, want? What will competitors do?
Focus on employee during Day 1?
Plan and prepare.

Communications Planning
The IMO is the central planning place that has a full
understanding of what is going on, sight of all plans, timings and
budgets. This needs to be worked hand in hand with
communications to ensure changes are understood and
communications plans ready. Plans are to be put in place not just
for the deal and Day 1 but all the functional and business
integration plans across the timescales of the integration.
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Structure
Integration is best managed by a Steering Committee that advises
an Integration Management Office (IMO) that is responsible for
planning and implementing the integration. The integration
work is performed by each functional area (Human Resources,
Finance, Operations, etc.).
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The steering committee set strategic direction for Integration,
define guiding principles, priorities & goals, sets the scope for
transformation, sets expectations and needs to make key
decisions.
The workstream and BU leads, ensure project management
standard, drive project delivery, delivery the objectives on time
and on budget, communicate with and report status to IMO,
prepare & maintain business plans, project timelines and manage
risks & issues. They ensure communications, performance
metrics are hit, and manage change control, scope control and
resource requirements.
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Project set up
Synergies and change idea’s need to be split down into small
plannable, deliverable chunks. Let’s call them projects. Each
needs to be planned in full, with budgets, resource, milestones
and deliverables. Set up, tracked and kept on track.
Project delivery management, interface and interdependency
management, cost and budget management, quality
management, stakeholder management, performance
management, document management, commercial management.

Review and control budgets
Ensure all budgets for projects are in pace and all projects stay on
track for delivery of synergies and change needed.

Risk Management
It is critical to understand the risks posed by the integration,
business and the decisions we take. Having a risk workshop is a
great idea, get all the risks out in the open and then have a plan
to mitigate them. Tracking of the risks as we go through the deal
can be done by the IMO and reported on. At timely intervals
these should be updated with new risks that have popped up
and smaller follow up risk workshops.

A number of risks have been identified, given the amount of
work needed during deals, some or many of these are not
catalogued, remembered, planed and resolved or mitigated
correctly. It is often the case that issues that have been spotted or
at least questioned, come back to bit us eventually. There is a
large chunk of integration work associated with risk and their
management.
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Business Cases
Help ensure business cases are in place, help with knowledge
and resource, get them into the correct format for review,
socialisation of business cases, check they fit with the plans, get
them approved. Check the numbers add up to the deal business
case – i.e. costs & synergies are being hit.
A Business Case (or project charter) often includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project purpose/justification
Measurable project objectives
High-level requirements
Assumptions and constraints
High level project description and boundaries
High level risks
Summary budget & milestones
Initial stakeholder list
Project approval requirements
Assigned project manager
Name and authority of the sponsor
Financials
• Costs, profit or margin increase
• IRR calculations
• Hurdle rates for project approvals
• Timing of spend with stage gate approvals built
in

Integration Kick off Meeting
Launch workshops can set the tone for the integration and steer
us towards success. It is usually the first cross company event
where people will meet face to face, often preceded by a
managers meeting.

The workshop may include, an explanation of the deal rational, a
general mapping of each company, integration strategy and
expectation, the integration structure, explanation of the IMO
work, and functional break out sessions to discuss integration
work and Day 1 actions. Risks should be flagged and noted,
delegates should leave with a clear understanding of their next
steps and actions.
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Once current ways of working (and cost of delivery) are
understood and the long-term strategy for the business post
integration is understood, synergies can be identified, high level
values developed and allocated to streams (function, divisions,
businesses and countries).
Streams can then prepare individual Business Cases for review
and approval via the IMO to ensure they are challenging,
achievable, and when consolidated, support the high level
values.
Delivery of synergy projects can be complex and you must
understand how early decisions affect them longer term.
Therefore, a robust and accurate tracking and reporting process
(including a reconciliation to business performance reporting)
within the internal control framework must be implemented to
ensure that delivery is kept on track (or additional support
provided if slippage occurs). To support this a constant review
of potential additional synergies should be part of the
framework.

Agreed Plans often include:
• Baselining for scope, work, costs
• Project scope (what is in and out)
• Actionable plan (with resource, costs, milestones, timelines)
• QHSSE plan
• HR plan
• Communications plan
• Cost plan
• Risk management plan
• Procurement plan
• Process improvement plan
• Tool, templates, checklists, policies, procedures, methodology
• Tracking, project management, governance.
• Deliverable list
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Integration Strategy
What do you want the integration to deliver? A “light”
integration where both businesses continue to develop
operations separately due possibly to significant product and
market differences (vertical acquisition of a supplier or customer)
can still deliver value by understanding each business’s maturity
model and strategy for development. Whether it is a “light” or
full integration the maturity models and the future strategic
vision for both businesses and the combined business must be
understood to ensure planning will deliver the desired end point.

Once we have a clear detailed understanding of current ways of
working for the businesses and details of the end point, the IMO
can ensure that there is a sound business case and that planning
and timing will deliver it. Interim scenarios for Day 1, Day 90
and Day 180 can be prepared and road maps, milestones and
potential roadblocks to delivery designed/assessed.
The medium and long-term strategy for the business must be
robust under challenge, fit for where the business wants to be.
An acquisition may be part of the strategy but, may also provide
new opportunities for the business to grow and become more
profitable, if current and desired future ways of working are not
understood, mapped and reviewed, integration value may be
unrealised.

Change Management
All the functional and business unit plans need to be checked for
change management.

Document Management
Documents need to be managed to an appropriate level given the
size and complexity of the deal to enable good decision making,
tracking and delivery. Deals are a one off item and appropriate
documentation is needed for finance to track different types of
spend and timing of them.
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Rolling out processes and tools
During the early phases of integration, the IMO will introduce
common processes, tools, and templates to ensure good
coordination and comparability. The IMO will support the
functions and business and manager by exception though regular
status, tracking and dependency reporting.

Status reporting
Periodic report on workstreams, projects, synergies, costs, risks
and solutions. Using standard reporting templates showing
milestones, decisions to be made, issues to be resolved, and
cross-functional dependencies to be managed.

Inter-dependencies
Help understand the dependencies between projects and areas,
smooth the way to successful delivery. There are many cross
workstream dependencies which need to be tracked and flagged,
some can be small but others can cause catastrophic devastation
if forgotten about.
A dependency is a need by one functional on another function.
Usually the first area struggles to move forward in their planning
or work until the other area has sorted something out for them.
Managing dependencies across functions can be complex,
confusing, and time-consuming. Often this is as simple as
keeping a dependency log but if not run well, they dependencies
can cause serious issue to delivery.
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Tools
There are a number of tools we use which fit along side the
chunks of work discussed in this document
Steering group Reporting

Status Reporting
Key Events: This week
Week Commencing June 26th 2017

Workstream
Customers
Commercial
Function
Communications

Notes
Status
No update
G
Pre-planning, new workstream to be set up: Bus Dev, legal, contracts (Bruce to agree
person)
Customer Comms
G
First Customer letter in place and agreed by the MD’s
Q&A, script in place to give to Mike to bring his team inside
2 sided welcome being produced £3k spend
HR
Payroll – Looks like payroll consolidation may be more complex, this might call into
G
Steering Group Tracking inquestion
place: the £1mn
Most Functional
Workstreams
set up / Business
synergies we
have in the Synergy
tracker....Workstreams still to be agreed (structure dependant)
Org structure nearly agreed at high level (top 10) (next steps to agree to 80-100)
Org charts being prepared
IT
Darryn Warner has stepped down as Integration Workstream lead, Mike Gladwin is
G
now in charge. Danny will change this in the table below.
Finance
Steady as she goes, ensure everything is working and continues to work
G
Pre-planning phase on detail
QSHE &
First draft plan with audits in place. We check what QSHE indigo do, see if its then
G
(Sustainability)
being implemented correctly, audit the places we see as high risk (mainly parts we
don’t currently know)
No sustainability thinking yet, who leads this in Support Services?
Procurement
Procurement is currently due to save £500k costs BAU: this will be carried out. Indigo
G
people will be checked out to see if they can deliver the Indigo savings, 3-4 contractors
are being lined up to do the work if needed. Procurement is ready to start delivering
the savings rapidly.
Branding
IF changes to Interserve. Review of smaller brands might need to be done longer term
G
– this is currently under review
Properties
No update
G
Group Functions
No update
G
Spain
No update
G
Civil Govt BU
Integration of BU agreed: pre-planning phase
G
Industrial BU
Integration of BU agreed: pre-planning phase
G
Security BU
Integration of BU agreed: pre-planning phase
G
Cleaning London
Integration of BU agreed: pre-planning phase
G
TSA Tracking
Negotiations continue around detail
G

Prepare
findings for
deal valuation

R A G Status

Key Issues and Recommended Actions

RED
or
AMBER
or
GREEN

Decisions Needed from the Steering Group
• xxx
• xxxx

Synergy Tracking

Transition Team Launch
Workshop

Feb 22 nd

Strategic
Selection
Action 1: High
level Define
Action
2: High
Integration
Goals
Level
integration
Guidelines
Action 3:
High Level
Synergy
Analysis

• xxx
• xxxx
•

• xxx
• xxxx
•

Plan Status Reporting
S
t
a
r
t

Key Events: Next week
Week Commencing June 26th 2017

• xxx
• xxxx
•

S
C
1
2
s
Low
level n
i
l
t
d
Integration Delivery & Support
Integration
g Main Transaction Phase
o
ySupport y
n
s Phase 2: Transition
Phase 3: Transformation
Phase 1: Strategic Goals & Planning
ePhase 4: Review
e
i
i
a
Office (Process, Structure, Tools, Responsibility, Tracking)a
n Action 4: Set up Integration Management
n
r
r
reporting
19: to the board or steering committee)
g Action 5: Reporting (deal and synergy
g Action
Action 6: Detailed Define
Action 28: Project
Checking
Integration Goals (together
Review
Integration
with Target)
Action 20: Role Clarification & interim
Action
7: Leadership
Goals
organisation
Action
8:
Action 27: Find
clarification
& communication
Action 18: Assign people to
Action 29:
Detailed
additional
synergies, and get detailed
Review
Synergy9:
synergies in the
Action
Action
16: Create
analysis
done
Synergies
Action 25:business
Analysis
Stakeholder
Executive people plan
Incentive plans
Analysis
and communications
Action 21: Implementation of Day
Action 30: Day 1
Action 10: Day 1 Preparation
1 tasks
review
Action 11: Risk
Action 17: Ramp
up
Action 26: Run
Assessment
workstreams
workstreams
Actio
Action
12: Culture
Action 22: Culture Alignment
& role model
n 31:
Analysis
implementation
Action 24: Organisational
Action 13: Customer Analysis
Deal
Reframing
Action 23:
Collect information needed to do
Revie
Action 15:
14: Product Analysis
Action
workstream analysis
w
Change Management
Executive
Synergy
Alignment
Workshop

Analysis
Workshop

Steering Group Tracking in place: Cost &
Synergy overview tracker in place for the board
Monthly Tracking
Actual
Actual
Spend
Synergies
Cost to date Cost Cost
Synergi to date SynergiSynergiSynergiStat
2014 2014 2015 2016 Cost es 2014 2014 es 2015 es 2016 es
us

£ '000,000
Communications
Sales & Marketing
Finance

7.5 0.000003 0
1.05
0
0.05
0

0
0
0

7.5
1.05
0.05

0.05
1
0

0

0
2
0

0
0
0

0.05
3
0

HR
1.3

2

0.1

3.4

1.5

2

0.5

4

1.2

1.2

1.6

4

0

0

0.4

0.4

0.6
Business Restructure 0.48
QSHE & Sustainability 1.64

0.45
0
0

0
0
0

1.05
0.48
1.64

1.2
0.24
0

0
0.1

0
0

2
-1
1.06 0.215

IT

Procurement

Group overhead

Key Dependencies

Other

2
0.96
16.78

0.00

3.75 1.70 22.23 3.21

0.3
0
0

0
0
0

1.5
0.24
0

0
0.346

0
0

-1
0.561

4.65

0.90

8.75

0.00

Notes

£3k spent on Feb 28th and Day 1 comms glossy (for
G indigo)
G
G Small unknown cost to deliver 2012 accounts
Payroll is in at £1m synergy - is it not currently clear
if this is deliverable. Other costs not yet correctly
G phased
Cost estimate £1.5 - £4m, high number used to be on
G the safe side, numbers not yet correctly phased
Danny is still confused about procurement
synergies, these could be £1.5mn or £3.3mn or
£4.3mnn across the next 3 years. More detail to
G follow
G
G
Assumed to be sorted out by the purchase price
G negotiation already completed
G
No visibility of Water, Spain, Ireland currently

Risk Management

Governance

Workstream Set up
INTEGRATION DIRECTOR UPDATES: WEEKLY
ISSUE LOGS: SHARES WITH ALL - WEEKLY

Still being set up by the Integration Director

BAM HAS BI-WEEKLY UPDATES WITH HIS DIRECT REPORTS, HE WILL ADD A
SECTION ON INTEGRATION INTO THESE

Issue Log
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Cleaning London Workstream

Security BU Workstream

Key Issues

Industrial BU Workstream

SEEMS LIKE WE SHOULD PUT SOME
OF THE BAM TEAM onto the Cross
Business workstream meeting call.

Spain Workstream

WEEKLY CROSS BUSINESS WORKSTREAM CALLS – WITH ALL BUSINESS STREAM
LEADS ON THE CALL

Health BU Workstream

CROSS
FUNCTIONAL
WORKSTREA
M MEETING

1:30pm – 2:30pm
DAD, xxx
17:00pm – 18:00pm
DAD, ALL BUSINESS
WORK STREAM LEADS

Branding Workstream

15:30pm – 16:30pm
DAD, NO FINANCE WORKSTREAM LEAD
SET
17:00pm – 18:00pm
DAD, ALL FUNCTIONAL WORK STREAM
LEADS & BAM TEMA & BUSINESS WORK
STREAM LEADS & MD’s

11:30am – 12:30pm
DAD, xxx

Properties Workstream

13:30pm – 14:30pm
DAD, NO COMERCIAL FUNCTION
WORKSTREAM LEAD SET
14:30pm – 15:30pm
DAD, Paul Williams

Finance
workstream

BI-WEEKLY CROSS WORKSTREAM 5 HOUR WORKSHOP: ALL FUNCTIONS FACE TO
FACE

10:30am – 11:30am
DAD, xxx

QSHE Workstream

Commercial
Function
workstream
QSHE
workstream

Cleaning
London BU
workstream
CROSS
BUSINESS
WORKSTREA
M MEETING

Finance Workstream

Security BU
workstream

13:00pm – 13:30pm
DAD, Paul Williams

IT Workstream

Industrial BU
workstream

11:30am – 12:30am
DAD, Darryn Warner

Procurement
workstream

BI-WEEKLY CROSS WORKSTREAM CALLS – WITH EVERYONE ON THE CALL

9:30am – 10:30am
DAD, xxx

Procurement Workstream

Health BU
workstream

HR Workstream

Communication
s
workstream
IT
workstream

9:30am – 10:30am
DAD, John Lambert, Catherine Ward,
Matthew Fairbrass
10:30am – 11:30am
DAD, Hannah Simpkins, Robin O'Kelly

Communications Workstream

HR
workstream

THURSDAY
Business Workstream Updates

Commercial Function Workstream

WEDNESDAY
Functional Workstream Updates

Are you ready for M&A?
Do you fully understand the ramifications of early decisions?
What is your integration Strategy? Do you have the resources in
house? What does Day 1 look like? Who will do what on Day 1
and do they know it? What interdependencies exist and who
owns them? Do you have a communications plan?
How will you take control of the company? Do you understand
all the synergies and how to deliver them? How will integration
workstreams be resourced and governed? Can you see all the
risks that will appear? How do you keep day to day operating
effectively? Do you have agreement on integration approach for
each department and division? Do you know who your good
people are? Do all the 100 Day Plans work together and pull in
the same direction?

Why DD Consulting?
DD Consulting specialises in M&A integration and carve-out.
With corporate, big four and private equity backgrounds, our
team has supported clients of all sectors, through some of the
most iconic acquisitions of the last 20 years. We are passionate
about planning, mobilising and delivering deals. We’re different
because we work with you in smaller, agile, highly experienced
teams and take the time to transfer our knowledge to improve
your capability. Whatever the brief, DD Consultants bring with
us:
• M&A experience, key knowledge and skills learnt from
numerous previous deals.
• A library of tools, templates, check-lists and methods which
have been refined over years of engagements. We will share
these with you, but more importantly, we will teach you
how best to apply them.
• An outside and objective point of view, free from agenda,
incentive or bias.
• A history of delivering client engagements to the highest
standards, on time and on budget.
• We work in small teams together with you, not trying to sell
more, not trying to spread out.
• M&A it's our bag, we don’t do anything else.
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Some of our deals
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